"Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that
the Spirit of God dwelleth in you? If any man defile the
temple of God, him shall God destroy; for the temple of
God is holy, which temple ye are."
-- 1 Corinthians 3:16- 17

Pastor Ricardo Beas
Natural Law Church of
Health and Healing
San Diego County, California
RicardoBeasV@hotmail.com
November 9, 2018
Dear John,
My name is Ricardo Beas and I am the Pastor of the Natural Law Church of Health and Healing.
Mary follows the teaching of our church and in friendship and confidence told me about your
present situation and disagreements between you and her regarding the safety of vaccination
and if such vaccination would be best or contrary to your daughter Jane’s health.
After careful consideration I offered Mary to write you a letter, but I am primarily doing it for
your daughter’s benefit, hoping that you will consider the information I will share with you. I
will include here footnotes with links to sources that will substantiate my statements. The only
thing I ask from you is that you be objective as you read this, with the focus on what may be
best for your daughter in the long run.
I am a member of multiple groups of anti-mandatory vaccine advocates that total more than
300,000 members from several countries, which members share both personal stories of
serious vaccine injuries,1 from minor to autism and death, and reports from publications and
medical studies. Unfortunately for all of us, just like the Tobacco Giants hid the danges of
cigarrette smoking for decades, so do the vaccine manufacturers, Big Pharma, which makes
billions of dollars annually, and who influences and controls the U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services (HHS), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and many other federal and state health and education agencies, all
denying the proven and documented common injuries caused by vaccines.
The CDC, mainstream media (now exposed for their fake news reporting) medical authorities,
and our doctors tell us that vaccines are safe, that they stop certain diseases and rarely cause
injury, and that unvaccinated children have a higher likelyhood of getting the targeted disease
and infecting others, but that could not be further from the truth. To prove this consider the
following facts:
1. VACCINE INSERTS. The vaccine manufacturer’s own package insert documents and confirm
the possible development of the following conditions as a result of vaccination: Nervous tics,
allergic reaction, face edema, swelling face, pruritus, rash generalized; nausea, diarrhea,
cellulitis, bronchiolitis, UTI, acute gastroenteritis, asthma, aspiration, breath holding, influenza,
1

See “Vaxxed” website, where close to 7,000 such vaccine injury stories have been documented, where you can
click a state on the U.S.A. map to get stories related to such state vaccine injuries, at
http://www.vaxxed.com/home/.
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inguinal hernia repair, viral syndrome, URI, croup, thrush, wheezing, choking, conjunctivitis,
pharyngitis, colic, colitis, congestive heart failure, severe migraine with unilateral facial
paralysis; nerve compression in neck and arm, paraesthesia, hypoesthesia, facial palsy,
convulsion, syncope, myelitis, anaphylactic and anaphylactoid reactions (can kill you); systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE), Guillain-Barré syndrome; multiple sclerosis, arthritis pain in
extremity, tachycardia, encephalopathy, coma, collapse or shock-like state, fainting, decreased
level of consciousness, prolonged seizures, progressive neurologic disorder, including infantile
spasms, uncontrolled epilepsy, or progressive encephalopathy, anaphylaxis (death can occur
within 30 minutes of onset), Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), and death.2
2. PEDIATRICIAN BONUS. Pediatricians are paid a $400 bonus if they get a child (0-2 years) to
receive all the vaccines in the CDC schedule. If a medical report is filed for a child claiming a
serious reaction to the vaccine, that child is disqualified from the bonus program; that is to say,
the doctor cannot collect the bonus.3 This is one of the reasons why physicians refuse to admit
or register vaccine injuries in the federal vaccine injury system, VAERS.4
3. VACCINE IMMUNITY. The CDC and the medical industrial complex tell us that we need to
vaccinate as many persons as possible, including giving them vaccine booster shots, so that a
community can have heard immunity, but by mere logic this argument proves the
ineffectiveness of vaccines for the following reasons:
(a) Immunity means “the ability of an organism to resist a particular infection.” If vaccines
actually gave you immunity it would be for life, you would not need booster shots; and
(b) If vaccines actually worked, how is it that vaccinated children, even those current with
booster shots still get the disease? This means that it is irrelevant if you have received the
vaccine or not, you can still get the disease, so all you are doing is not avoiding the disease in
the future, but risking any of the unnecessary side effects of the vaccines.
(c) THE OBVIOUS CONTRADICTORY VACCINE HOAX. The CDC and Big Pharma are trying to
convince us that that there are only two ways to avoid such things as the flu: (1) washing your
hands and (2) receiving vaccines. We are to ignore such things as mental health and healthy
living, including things such as nutrition, vitamins, sunlight, exercise, homeopathic/non-toxic
natural medical immunity building substances, and other natural substances that destroy
parasitic microorganism in our bodies and also remove toxic substances, such as heavy metals.
The hoax is that while the CDC and Big Pharma claim that vaccines do work, they also claim that
these miraculous vaccines are the only medication that dosn’t work unless everyone is forced
to receive them, completely dismantling the case for vaccine effectiveness.

2

See an analysis I did of all the manufacturer’s vaccine inserts where it lists all of the above diseases and possible
injuries. It also shows how the CDC flyers on such vaccines are also fraudulently hiding all the dangers confirmed
on the inserts, at https://tinyurl.com/Vaccine-Insert.
3
See pamphlet from Blue Cross showing the Pediatrician bonus per fully vaccinated child, pamphlet page number
15, at http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Pediatrician_Bonus.pdf.
4
See article on under-reporting on the VAERS system by medical staff, at
https://vaxopedia.org/2017/08/26/underreporting-of-side-effects-to-vaers/.
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(c) THE PARSIMONY PRINCIPLE. To determine if vaccines are harmful to some individuals or to
the U.S. population to a lesser or higher degree, one need only apply the law of Parsimony. The
Parsimony principle is basic to all science and tells us to choose the simplest scientific
explanation that fits the evidence. In the case of vaccination, the following basic facts apply:
(i) A CHILD OR PERSON HAS PERFECT HEALTH
(ii) IMMEDIATE AND SERIOUS INJURY HAPPENS AFTER VACCINATION
(iii) NO EXPLANATION FOR INJURY OTHER THAN VACCINATION IS LOGICAL OR PLAUSIBLE
Instead of admitting the obvious, when a vaccine-related injury or death happens, the involved
doctor and orthodox medical science is never able to explain to parents why such injury/death
happened, other than to simply deny that it was caused by the vaccine(s), even though there is
no other explanation that is plausible.
4. THE VACCINATED SPREAD DISEASE. Typically it is the vaccinated population that catches
these vaccine diseases when they come around and they spread them to the vaccinated and
unvaccinated community and households.
(a) I did a study of whooping cough outbreaks in San Diego County, CA (my home area) from
2011 to 2016 using the CA Dept. of Pubic Health database,5 and the result where as follows:
Total Persons Infected: 465
Total Reported Outbreaks: 58
Total Outbreaks with Unvaccinated Involved: 8
Total Outbreaks - Only Vaccinated Involved: 50
Total Outbreaks - Only Unvaccinated Involved: 0
(b) I compiled newspaper articles from across the country on different diseases and they show
the same thing, outbreaks mostly involved the vaccinated, whether current on their booster
shots or not, so it is the vaccinated group who is primarily spreading the disease in our
community.6
5. SHEDDING THE VIRUSES IN VACCINES. The children and the adults that catch these diseases
shed the virus when they get vaccinated. See a study that confirms that when a person gets the
flu shot they shed such virus and can infect others for days after vaccination.7

5

See San Diego County whooping cough study at http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/San_Diego_County__Outbreak_News.pdf.
6
See newspaper articles regarding outbreaks nation-wide, Set #1 at
http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Vaccinated_Children_Outbreaks_Flyer.pdf. See Set #2 at
http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Vaccinated_Children_Cause_Outbreaks.pdf.
7
See flu vaccine virus shedding effect, at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/VaccinationReEducationDiscussionForum/permalink/1245943695458476/.
The actual study at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/21513761/?fbclid=IwAR0uF5AUhdtZNwCPd03RMRj9JWsQlTFRanw7aT4nAWgaonawH0Pn_ij0yU.
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Thus, a household is more susceptible to be infected with the flu by a child that was recently
vaccinated with the flu shot, than with an unvaccinated child. See Harvard researcher report
that proves that unvaccinated children do not spread more disease than the vaccinated.8
6. MULTI-DOSE VACCINATION. Vaccines have never been appropriately tested (see placebo
testing below) for safety and side effects when administered at the same time in combination
with other vaccines, which is now a common practice in medical offices, sometimes up to +7
vaccines at a time, and some of these vaccines have multiple vaccines in them, like the MMR
vaccine.9
7. STUDY OF VACCINATES VS. UNVACCINATED. Big Pharma has never made a study to compare
the health of vaccinated children with unvaccinated children, but there was a recent study done
that proves that the unvaccinated are healthier than the vaccinated, who are more prone to
the diseases they are vaccinated against.10
8. LACK OF CANCER AND FERTILITY TESTING. No vaccine has ever been tested to see if it can
cause cancer or affect fertility.11 On the other hand, there have been multiple account of
vaccines causing cancer12 and vaccines causing infertility.13 This would explain why Big Pharma
refuses to do such studies.
9. IMMUNITY FOR THE VACCINE INDUSTRY. Every company and person involved in the
manufacturing, distribution and administration of vaccines, from the manufacturers to the
pediatricians and the pharmacists giving the vaccines are exempt from all liability from injury
caused by such vaccines, based on a federal law passed in 1986, The National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA); and a court that was set up under that law, known as the Vaccine
Court, where taxpayers foot the bill of such vaccine injury lawsuits. The Vaccine Court has paid
out billions of dollars in compensation to victims of vaccine injury.14

8

See Harvard report regarding the unvaccinated not being the ones spreading disease, at
https://needtoknow.news/2017/05/harvard-researcher-debunks-claim-unvaccinated-children-spread-diseasevaccinated-children/.
9
See article by Journal of American Physicians on the dangers of multi-dose vaccination, at
https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2016/06/14/848493/0/en/Combining-Multiple-Childhood-VaccinesNot-Safe-According-to-Article-in-the-Journal-of-American-Physicians-and-Surgeons.html.
10
See study showing the unvaccinated are healthier,
https://web.archive.org/web/20170508023934/http://oatext.com/Pilot-comparative-study-on-the-health-ofvaccinated-and-unvaccinated-6-to-12-year-old-U.S.-children.php.
11
See my insert study for each vaccine, noted above, showing no testing for carcinogenicity or fertility on any
vaccine, at http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Vaccines_-_Insert_Analysis.pdf.
12
See link between cancer and the polio vaccine, at http://healthimpactnews.com/2011/60-lab-studies-nowconfirm-cancer-link-to-a-polio-vaccine/; See vaccine pioneer Dr. Maurice Hilleman admissions of the link between
vaccines and cancer, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13QiSV_lrDQ.
13
See HPV vaccine causing infertility at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15287394.2018.1477640.
See tetanus vaccine sterilizing 500,000 women and children in Africa, at https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-0925-tetanus-vaccines-exposed-sterilizing-women-children.html.
14
See vaccine court payouts, as well as injuries reported, at
http://www.hrsa.gov/vaccinecompensation/data/statisticsreport.pdf.
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10. LACK OF VACCINE SAFETY TESTS. A recent lawsuit by Roberty Kennedy Jr. forced HHS/CDC
to admit that they have not done bi-annual studies and reports on vaccine safety, as required
by the NCVIA since 1986; in other words, not even once in 32 years.15
11. VACCINES CAUSE CANCER. Vaccines contain substances, such as glyphosate, which cause
cancer.16
12. THE BIG PHARMA AND HHS CONNECTION. There is a revolving door of people from Big
Pharma taking high ranking positions in HHS, CDC and FDA and then returning to Big Pharma to
high paying positions.17
13. VACCINES AND AUTISM. A CDC whistleblower confessed that the CDC manipulated, hid and
destroyed documentation related to a study on vaccines’ relationship to autism which proved
that vaccine can and do cause autism.18
(a) While the CDC and the Vaccine Court for years did all they could to avoid admitting that
vaccines can and do cause autism, in a 2010 ruling they had no option but to finally admit it.19
To make things worse, HHS and the U.S. Department of Justice, who represent the United
States in the vaccine/autism lawsuits, convinced the Vaccine Court to seal all the files of the
successful vaccine/autism case.20 The Vaccine Court also admitted that vaccines can cause SIDS,
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.21
As a note, the Vaccine Court was supposed to be created to expedite claims of vaccine injury
and justly determine if a vaccine was related to an injury, but the Vaccine Court not only denies
claims unjustly, as is noted herein, but the cases that are successful are dragged out for many
years, and usually without admission of actual injury, just settlement.22

15

See report on Kennedy HHS lawsuit for lack of mandated vaccines studies and reports, at
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/07/u-s-health-human-services-never-performed-vaccine-safety-testing-asrequired-by-law-and-congress.html.
16
See the article on the vaccine-glyphosate link at http://www.tonu.org/2016/08/31/vaccine-glyphosate-link/. See
also recent court decision proving that glyphosate causes cancer and that the manufacturers hid such information,
at https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/08/10/jury-orders-monsanto-pay-289-million-cancer-patientroundup-lawsuit/962297002/.
17
See the documentary trailer and movie for “Trace Amounts,” at http://traceamounts.com/. See also a
documentary on cancer cures and how Big Pharma controls HHS and the FDA, “The Truth About Cancer, Episode 1,
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqJAzQe7_0g&t=1312s.
18
See the documentary trailer and movie for “Vaxxed: from Cover-Up to Catastrophe, at
http://vaxxedthemovie.com/stream/.
19
See 2010 Vaccine Court decision confirming vaccines can and do cause autism, at
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/family-to-receive-15m-plus-in-first-ever-vaccine-autism-court-award/;
20
See news report on the Vaccine Court sealing documents in a successful vaccine/autism lawsuit, at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17E1ORNFomg.
21
See 2017 Vaccine Court decision confirming vaccines can cause SIDS, at https://ecf.cofc.uscourts.gov/cgibin/show_public_doc?2013vv0611-73-0.
22
See “The Vaccine Court: The Dark Truth of America’s Vaccine Injury Compensation Program”, by Wayne Rohde;
see also “Vaccine Villains: What the American Public Should Know about the Industry”, by Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
and Anne Dachel. See also phone call between Kennedy and CDC’s Paul Offit admitting vaccine harm, at
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/offitforprofit?source=feed_text.
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(b) It has come out why HHS and DOJ had the court files sealed: it was to deny thousands of
other vaccine/autism lawsuits brought before the Vaccine Court. Among the documents sealed
by the Vaccine Court case mentioned above, it contained testimony from an expert witness
that confirmed that indeed autism can be and is caused by vaccines in many cases, but that part
of the testimony of the expert witness was never shared with the court.23
(c) Unfortunately, the focus has been placed on the link between autism and vaccines, as the
rate of autism was about 1 in 10,000 around 1986 when the vaccine schedule started to ramp
up, and according to the CDC it is now 1 in 59. What is not being discussed and addressed is a
2006-2008 report from the CDC that states that about 1 in 6 children in the United States had a
developmental disability ranging from mild disabilities, such as a speech and language
impairments to serious developmental disabilities, such as intellectual disabilities, cerebral
palsy, and autism.24 Here is a breakdown:
1 in 6 has learning disabilities
1 in 9 has asthma
1 in 10 has ADHD
1 in 12 has food allergies
1 in 20 has seizures
1 in 59 has autism
14. THE FLU SHOT AND H1N1. The Flu vaccine now contains the H1N1 vaccine as well. In 1976
the CDC pushed hard to convince millions of Americans to receive the H1N1 vaccine at the
time, and it injured thousands and killed many; and this promotion was done even though
there was no evidence of any such outbreak nor even one case reported or confirmed
worldwide.25
15. THE DANGERS OF THE HPV VACCINE. The HPV vaccine is so dangerous (it contains larger
amounts of neurotoxic aluminum than other vaccines) that fainting spells are reported after
vaccination. In worse cases, young children administered the vaccines have gone in convulsions.
In a Mexican school in 2015 multiple girls went into convusions simultaneously after getting the
shot.26 In Columbia a similar event happened related to other dibilitating conditions after the
HPV vaccine was administered.27
16. THE ANNUAL PUSH FOR THE FLU VACCINE. The Flu vaccine has been proven ineffective to
fight the flu and also dangerous to some individuals, including pregnant woman, yet the CDC
continues to push every year for their administration. Even President Trump made specific
comments on a radio show prior to being president regarding the flu vaccine’s lack of
23

See memorandum on HHS/DOJ’s actions in hiding the link between vaccines and autism from the Vaccine Court,
at https://www.rescuepost.com/files/rh-memo-1.pdf.
24
See CDC website showing rate of autism and developmental disabilities, at
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/data.html.
25
See 60-Minutes documentary on the CDC corruption related to the 1976 Swine Flu vaccine, at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8elE7Ct1jWw.
26
See group of Mexican school girls going into convulsions after getting the HPV vaccine, at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npan3q3dJtY.
27
See article on Columbia HPV mass vaccine injuries at
https://www.naturalnews.com/047211_HPV_vaccine_Colombia_mass_hysteria.html.
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effectiveness, how he never gets the flu vaccine and how people that do get the flu shot get
the flu regardless.28
The only reason why Trump doesn’t declare vaccines dangerous directly and shows his
complete opposition is because he would be immediately attached by the Big Pharma
propaganda machine, from the media, medical institutions to the government and other
corrupted politicians, just as it happened when he initially considered starting a vaccine study
group when he became president and he was considering having Robert Kennedy Jr. as the
chairman.29
17. LACK OF VACCINE PLACEBO TESTING. Vaccines have never gone through Double Blind
Placebo Controlled Randomized Trials, where the vaccine group gets all the ingredients of the
vaccines and the placebo group gets water, sugar or a similar innocuous substance. In the case
of placebo group vaccines, they simply use another vaccine with the same toxic ingredients,
thus no actual comparison is ever made between people that get all the vaccine ingredients and
people that don’t get any of their ingredients.30
(a) Here is a partial list of ingredients found in vaccines: Thimerosal, mercury, aluminum (toxic
heavy metals), formaldehyde, glyphosate, GMOs, peanut oil (most likely responsible the now
common children’s reactions to nuts), other live or inactivated viruses, bovine extract,
polysorbate 80, monkey kidney tissue, insect DNA, nagalase (suppresses immune system and
causes tumors) and aborted fetal tissue.31
18. VACCINES CONTAIN FETAL TISSUE. Fetal tissue from aborted babies is used in vaccines.32 A
person who believes in God and the sanctity of human life, would avoid any participation with
such abortion industry, who supplies the tissue, and would also avoid having such substance
injected into their body. That would be an aberration before God, as in the Bible it says:
"Do you not know that you are a temple of God and that the Spirit of God dwells in you?”
--- 1 Corinthians 3:16
"If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy;
for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are”
--- 1 Corinthians 3:17

28

See the Trump radio interview regarding the flu vaccine, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDARZJxzeoY.
See also candidate Trump talking about the dangers of vaccines in one of the 2016 presidential debates, at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDARZJxzeoY.
29
See article on backlash against Trump for even considering an independent study on vaccine safety, at
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/feb/21/trump-vaccination-safety-commission-robert-kennedyautism.
30
See information on vaccine testing and lack of actual double-blind placebo test, at
http://truthsnitch.com/tag/why-dont-scientists-use-placebos-in-vaccine-trials/#sthash.XaevCjhI.dpbs.
31
See listing of ingredients on vaccines by individual vaccine, at
http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Vaccine_Content.pdf.
32
See PBS article on fetal tissue in vaccines, at https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/medical-researchers-sayfetal-tissue-remains-essential.
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“Or if a soul touch any unclean thing, whether it be a carcase of an unclean beast, or a carcase
of unclean cattle, or the carcase of unclean creeping things, and if it be hidden from him; he
also shall be unclean, and guilty”
--- Leviticus 5:2
“When Jesus heard it, he saith unto them, They that are whole have no need of the physician,
but they that are sick: I came not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance”
--- Mark 2:17
" And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that believe in me, it is better for him
that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the sea”
--- Mark 9:42
"Though shall not kill"
--- Exhodus 20:13
What can be more unclean and offensive to life and God Himself than to knowingly introduce
aborted baby tissue into our bodies or that of our children?
19. THE LOTTERY EFFECT OF VACCINES. You never know if your child will be the one that will
have a serious irreversible vaccine reaction. Because of this, it is always better to err in the side
of caution, especially if as noted above, unvaccinated children do not pose any more and
probably pose less danger to others than vaccinated children. To put it bluntly: If vaccines are
the cause for the autism epidemic in our country, then if you continue submitting your child to
vaccines you will be entering the Vaccines Lottery, were the odds of getting autism is 1 in 59 (in
New Jersey the rate is 1 in 34).33
20. VACCINE INJURY TO MILITARY PERSONNEL. Many service men and woman have suffered
vaccine injury from military mandated vaccination.34
21. DOCTOR’S LIMITED KNOWLEDGE OF VACCINE DANGER. Pediatricians, like most doctors,
don’t get any actual and complete education regarding vaccines when they go to medical
school; they are simply told that vaccines are safe and that they need to convince their patients
to follow the CDC vaccine schedule.35
Those that do know about the dangers of vaccines are those that have walked outside of the
medical-box, have carefully researched “all the data” regarding vaccine safety, and in particular
those that have seen in their practice the debilitating reactions vaccines have caused to some
of their patients and have the moral fortitute and honesty to admit it.
Any physicians that may have seen your daughter and may have had an opinion that your
daughter has not been affected by vaccines and would not be affected by them in the future,
33

See New Jersey autism rate of 1 in 34 at https://www.autismnj.org/understanding-autism/prevalance-rates/.
See article on vaccine injured military personnel, at https://www.nvic.org/nvic-vaccine-news/may2017/americas-vaccine-injured-warriors-deserve-more.aspx.
35
See article regarding the limited education about vaccines that doctors receive in medical school, at
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2015/11/doctors-are-no-experts-on-vaccines/.
34
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most likely administered vaccines to her and is either (a) ignorant of all the facts I have
provided here, (b) wants to avoid any possible accusation of liability as to their participation,
responsibility and guilt in your daughter’s possible existing medical condition if it was vaccine
related, and/or (c) is afraid to admit possible vaccine injury due to fear of reprisals from the
medical establishment. If any or all of these apply, you cannot expect them to be objective and
forthcoming.
If your biggest concern is the possibility that your daughter can more easily contract one of the
vaccine diseases for lack thereof, the above information has proven the contrary. It has also
proven that your daughter poses no more additional threat of infecting you or any other family
member or friend, than anyone else that has been vaccinated.
John, I wish the best for all of you. That is why I spent so much time putting this letter together.
Please consider all the information I provided here and join Mary in concluding that vaccination
is simply not the best answer, alternative or in the best interest for your daughter; and that
therefore your daughter should not be administered any vaccines of any kind, injected or in
nasal form, now or in the future.
Feel free to contact me any time with any questions or comments. I pray to God that you and
Mary will work together ultimately for the benefit of your daughter Jane’s future health and
mental stability.
Respectfully Submitted,

Ricardo Beas
Pastor
Natural Law Church of Health and Healing
RicardoBeasV@hotmail.com
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